SWCNTs [2] demands that an ensemble be used to account for operation wuill bee discussed.
the dispersion in electronic properties characteristic of CVDgrown SWCNTs and for reproducibility in fabrication.
Keywords-single-walled carbon natotabe; electromechania; eectron traspott; magnetotranspo; magnetometer ADC INTRODUCTION in electrical condctance for a J40 out-of-planTe deflection anglew [1] . Proof of principle of a SWCNT film-based atraln se (a) Field VI. CONCLUSIONS We have demonstrated that the design for a strain-based magnetometer is compatible with experimental findings in temperature and magnetic field studies of the SWCNT basis material. Despite the use of ferromagnetic material for a catalyst in the CVD growth process, a SWCNT mat does not exhibit discernable magnetic field dependence up to 0.36 T. Cryogenic studies of the SWCNT ensemble devices reveal that the material exhibits a strong low-temperature increase in resistance but is relatively insensitive to thermal variations at high temperature. These results suggest that SWCNT magnetometer operating conditions near room temperature or above will be most favorable. The strong cryogenic temperature dependence, however, may prove amenable to using SWCNT mats as temperature sensors or bolometric photon detectors in future device development.
